Dissipation induced by shock compaction of granular explosives (often used in initiators) can trigger combustion that results in detonation, even for relatively mild shock strengths. In this study, a computational analysis is performed to better understand how successive planar shock loading of granular explosive can affect dissipation and hotspot formation that are important in establishing the material's sensitivity. Preliminary predictions demonstrate that the trailing shock, which is overdriven with respect to the ambient material, is desensitized by the lead shock compared to a single shock of equivalent pressure. Substantial dissipation is predicted to occur as the overdriven trailing shock overtakes the lead shock that can potentially result in the ubiquitous formation of hot-spots within the material.
INTRODUCTION
Dissipation by compaction shocks within granular explosive can locally trigger the onset of chemical reactions that can spread and subsequently lead to detonation under suitable confinement. It is well accepted that intergranular porosity gives rise to complex compaction shock structures that exhibit intense thermomechanical fluctuations at the meso-scale due to pore collapse. The relative importance of shock induced dissipation mechanisms, their dependence on microstructure and loading conditions, and their influence on macro-scale behavior remain fertile areas of research. Both meso-scale and macro-scale modeling and simulation have been performed to address these and other issues for heterogeneous solid explosives, 2, 3, 6 but most studies have largely focused on single shocks to establish a foundation for analyzing more complex loading scenarios. In this study, a preliminary computational analysis is performed using a macro-scale compaction theory to examine how dissipation induced by successive shock loading of granular explosive is affected by the lead and trailing shock strengths, and the ambient material porosity. Potential implications of this dissipation on hot-spot formation are also examined.
The model problem is generically illustrated in Fig.1 . Here, a rigid, planar piston impacts a granular explosive having ambient solid volume fraction 0 with constant speed 1 . The piston supports the transient development and propagation of a steady compaction shock that propagates at speed 1 , where 1 > 1 . The shock possesses a thin spatial structure (i.e., compaction zone) within which the initial porosity is reduced. After a small time delay, the piston's speed is rapidly increased to a higher value 2 which supports the development and propagation of a secondary steady shock within material precompacted by the lead shock. The secondary shock propagates at speed 2 , where 2 > 1 , and it induces additional dissipation as residual porosity is reduced. Because the secondary shock is overdriven with respect to the ambient material, it results in significant dissipation as it overtakes the lead shock. Subsequently, the resulting transmitted shock strength decays and its speed decreases until a steady shock results propagating at speed 3 that depends on 0 and 2 . A key objective of this study is to examine dissipation induced by the lead shock, secondary shock, and shock interaction process in a phase space that is described in terms specific dissipative work ( ) and effective shock pressure ( ). Figure 2 (a) gives predictions for the evolution of explosive pressure for 1 = 150 m/s and 2 = 550 m/s. The lead compaction shock, which eliminates much of the initial porosity, propagates a relatively long distance into the ambient material before the piston speed abruptly increases to 2 . The secondary shock quickly develops into a steady shock that eliminates the residual porosity in material precompacted by the lead shock and is overdriven relative to the ambient material which has low acoustic impedance. As the secondary shock overtakes the lead shock, it experiences a time-dependent decay in pressure but induces a large increase in specific dissipative work , as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Figure 3 summarizes predictions in solution phase space described by and . This particular phase space is chosen because is believed to be a measure of hotspot formation within the material and characterizes shock strength. For comparison, single shock end state predictions for and given by both meso-scale and macro-scale simulations are also shown in the figure for 0 = 0.68 which indicate a power-law relationship. The mesoscale values were obtained by averaging field predictions using the transverse averaging technique described in Ref . Importantly, meso-scale simulations predict that a substantial increase in the size and spatial proximity of hotspots occurs for single shock loading of this material for approximately > 100 kJ/kg and > 1.6 GPa; this region, which is associated with the ubiquitous formation of hot-spots, is identified in the figure. Though speculative in the absence of reactive meso-scale data, it is reasonable to expect that shocked material having closely packed, large hot-spots may significantly reduce reactive hot-spot interaction times, possibly resulting in prompt initiation. This observation is consistent with the almost "discontinuous" initiation events observed by McAfee et al. 1 during Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT) in low density HMX. These observed initiation events often result from the interaction of piston and combustion driven compaction shocks within the material which is analogous to the successive shock loading scenario addressed in this study. 
PRELIMINARY PREDICTIONS

